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General  
Principles  
for Leading  
Discussions
PERSONAL STUDY
Be sure you thoroughly study the lesson you’ll be leading. Study to the point that you understand  
the whole lesson, what’s covered in it, how the parts fit together, the main truths, how the study  
relates to life, and how to bring out life-changing application in the discussion.

This doesn’t necessarily mean you’ll understand every detail of every lesson, but you’ll know enough to 
effectively lead a discussion about it.

The time you spend studying your Bible lessons is serving or ministering to other believers. Studying 
until you “get it” is time spent in ministry. So study well to serve those who are in your Bible study group.

 PRAYER
None of us truly understands God’s words of life apart from God Himself. Spiritual truth is spiritually  
discerned—God the Holy Spirit gives us understanding.

So you need to pray when you study each part of the Bible lesson—before, during, and after. Ask God for 
understanding as you begin your study, during your study, and in how to live it out after you’ve studied.

You also need to pray for those in your Bible study. Pray that they won’t get weary and lose heart. Pray 
that they’ll be excited about what they learn from God’s Word.
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Colossians 1:9-12 is good to pray for those studying the Bible. You might pray this for yourself and  
your group.

 For this reason also, since the day we heard of it, we have not ceased to pray for you and to ask  

 that you may be filled with the knowledge of His will in all spiritual wisdom and understanding,  

 so that you will walk in a manner worthy of the Lord, to please Him in all respects,  

 bearing fruit in every good work and increasing in the knowledge of God;  

 strengthened with all power, according to His glorious might,  

 for the attaining of all steadfastness and patience; joyously giving thanks to the Father,  

 who has qualified us to share in the inheritance of the saints in Light. 

 Colossians 1:9-12

Pray for your group to understand what they study, and pray that you lead the discussions effectively.

 

 
 SETTING THE GROUP ATMOSPHERE
The people in the discussion group need to sense an excitement about what they’re learning from 
God’s Word, and they need to feel comfortable to participate in the discussion.

There are several ways you can set this atmosphere.

  Focus on your group’s learning, not your leading. Let them know through encouragement  
  that you’re excited when they learn together and discuss the Bible.

  They should know you care about what they say and what they learn. They should feel free  
  to answer questions or even ask them—to think out loud together.

  If you’re sufficiently prepared, then you’re free in the discussion to focus on those in  
  the group.

  Maintain eye contact with individuals as much as possible. This helps them personalize  
  what you say, and it helps you see where they are in their understanding. If you see that  
  something isn’t clear, then it probably needs to be repeated or restated.

  Be aware of your facial expression. It can communicate satisfaction or displeasure.

  Don’t call on people unless it’s obvious they want to say something. A few in your group might  
  not want to speak, and that’s OK. Don’t try to force them to; just let them learn from what  
  others in the group say. But help your group to feel relaxed so that they want to participate.  
  If you don’t call on people, then they won’t be wondering when you’ll call on them, and they  
  can concentrate on the flow of thought in the discussion.

You set the atmosphere in the first several discussions, and then your group knows what to expect 
when they get together. They’ll focus on talking about what they’ve learned.
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ASKING QUESTIONS
Discussion questions are based on the 5 Ws and H kinds of questions: who, what, when, where, why, 
and how. Ask these questions about the lesson your group studied so the discussion is focused on 
what they studied.

To lead your discussion in a logical order, you will need to ask questions in a logical sequence. The 
Leader Guide gives you an order and questions for each discussion.

BEGINNING QUESTIONS

To begin your discussion, ask simple questions that have obvious or easy answers. Simple questions 
to begin the discussion set a comfortable tone, and sometimes most of the group will answer together.

It might take about five minutes or so for your group to get acclimated to the discussion.

QUESTIONS THAT GENERATE DISCUSSION

The Leader Guide gives questions that are easily understood by your group. Long and complicated 
questions usually produce stares. Simple is better.

These questions allow for more than one-word answers. Let your group expand on the information, 
not just give short, fill-in-the-blank answers. Asking general questions about what your group learned 
will usually generate discussion better than asking a lot of specific questions with short answers. Too 
many questions become a “drill.” Ask just enough questions to encourage your group to discuss what 
they have learned and to think through how those truths relate to their lives.

Also, be sure to give your group time to think about how they’ll answer. Don’t rush their answers. 
And give time for more than one person to answer a question. This brings about good discussion. Be 
sure to pay close attention to what is said, because sometimes your next question will be based on a  
comment that was just made.

Encourage your group to “think aloud” together about the text. They need time to reflect on the 
meaning of the text and not rush too quickly to application.

APPLICATION QUESTIONS

The Leader Guide gives application questions to help your group relate the truths to life. 

Often application will come up during the discussion as your group talks about what they learned 
from the Bible and how it has meaning for their lives.

Sometimes application questions come as the Holy Spirit puts something on your heart during the discussion.

Occasionally short illustrations from your life are appropriate, but don’t overdo it.
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CROSS-REFERENCES
The purpose of cross-references is to give further insight into the text being studied.

Let your group bring up what they learned from the cross-references that helps understanding of 
the main text. If they don’t mention an important point from a cross-reference, you can ask a more  
direct question to get the necessary information. However, be careful not to try to make them observe  
everything you did. Also, don’t bring in points that don’t relate to the main text of the lesson.

 
 
 WORD STUDIES
As in English, Hebrew and Greek words many times have more than one meaning. Ask your group 
which definitions they found that fit the context of the verse being studied. How do they help with 
understanding the meaning of the verse or passage?

 
 
 VISUAL AIDS
The Leader Guide suggests simple visual aids that will help your group see the main points of a  
discussion, not just hear them. They usually are maps, diagrams, or charts from the lesson your group 
studied, simple drawings, or timelines.

Visual aids are to enhance your discussion, not become the focus. So simple visual aids are the best. 
Complicated visual aids can cause the leader to focus on the visual aid rather than the discussion.

Visual aids that you’ve “pre-prepared” should not be used. By “pre-prepared” we mean a list you’ve 
written on the board prior to the discussion or a PowerPoint “production” that you’ve created ahead of 
time. These can stifle the discussion flow rather than promote freely sharing what the group learned 
as they studied.

 
 
 HANDLING DIFFICULTIES
Sometimes discussions don’t go the way you planned. Here are some difficulties that might arise and 
tips on how to handle them.

What do you do if you ask a question and no one says anything? First, be sure that you’ve given 
ample time for your group to think about the question. You can ask the question again. If there’s no 
response the second time, then try restating the question in different words. Point your group to the 
verses or the part of the lesson where they can find the answer. But don’t answer your own question; 
that doesn’t produce discussion.
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Sometimes there’s the opposite problem in your discussion when some people talk too much. You 
can try to control this by beginning questions with, “Now, someone else….” Or if you usually stand 
when leading the discussion, just walk to the other side of the room. You can change the direction of 
your focus to another person. This problem can be tricky, and it’s one of the times when you ask the 
Lord’s wisdom while you’re leading.

At the beginning of your Bible study course, you can tell the whole group that you hope they’ll all  
participate in the discussion, but it’s important that no one dominates so all have opportunity to  
discuss what they’ve learned. Then repeat this for the next couple of discussions.

Another common problem you might encounter is a person in your group who wants to wander 
away from what the lesson is about. You need to keep the discussion focused on the lesson the 
whole group studied. Sometimes just saying something like, “Now, let’s get back to…” takes care of this 
problem. If you clearly state at the beginning of your course that the discussions will only be on what 
was studied by the group, and repeat this a few times during the course, then this may help.

Our last common problem is wrong answers. What do you do when this happens and it’s very  
obvious? You can ask what someone else in the group thinks. If the correct answer is given, the 
problem is solved. If it’s a minor error, don’t comment and move to the next point in your discussion. 
There’s probably a point later in the discussion when the answer to a question will correct the error 
without embarrassing the one who said it.

Sometimes you have to take the group to the exact Scripture reference and ask questions to reason 
through the text so the error is recognized. Other times, you have to let someone disagree, but in kindness.

When there is disagreement with the emphasis or the interpretation of the material, maintain the unity 
of the Spirit by focusing on God’s Word in the spirit of humility. This is characterized by the ability to 
disagree and still walk in love and peace. This is maturity.

 
 
 
OUR PRAYER FOR YOU is that you become the Bible study discussion leader God intends for 
you to be. We all learn by doing, so don’t get discouraged if you don’t think you’re where you should be yet. 
Keep practicing, and you’ll get better at this.


